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SECTION I
2INTP.OL)UC'T 101.1
The pur pose of this report is to present the results of
a study conducted for the ;rational Aeronallfics and Space
Administration, George C. !Iarshall S p ace rlight Center under
Contract NASB-21019 entitled "An Investi g ation Study on
Model Reference Uaptive Techniques a:; Appliecd to --.ttitude
Control System for Launch Vehicles."
Conventional methods for designing an attitude control
system for a large flexible booster a_e highly dependent on
specific parameters of the elastic modes and th^_ aerodynac.ic
parameters. The bending mode qain and phase margins of
these systews are very sensitive to variations in the mode
frequencies and mo3e slopes at the sensor locations. The
greater this sensitivity the more difficult it is to desian
a control system which will maintain adequate stability argins
for all flight times. A conventional. control system must be
designed so that the nominal system is as near optimum as
possible based on the available design data and the limited
stability margins. Changes in design data due to improved
modelling of the ve:iicle or cli,-,ngcs in payload, mission and
trajector_% may then necessitate a redesign, of the attitude
control system. It would be most desirable to have a
control system with sufficient stability nargins so that
moderate changes in design data could he made without re-
design of the system.
3The purpoLe of this study is to investigate the feasi-
bility of and to define future areas of investigation for
the development of s prototype modal reference adaptive
control system applicable to launch vehir,le of the SATUR:i V
Class. The specific objectives of the study are to conduct
a comprehensive survey ors model reference adaptive techniques
that are applicai)le to attitude control systems including
specification of the significant characteristics of each
design configuration, and, subsequent to this survey, to
choose the most promising of these techniques and, using
data representative of a SATURN V vehicle, to conduct an
analysis to esta:)lish the feasibility of using these tech-
nidjes to design a practical adaptive attitude: control system.
The report is divided into five sections, including thi3
introductory section, and two appendices. Section II presents
the results of the survey of model reference adaptive control
techniques.	 Section III presents the justification for
choosing two of these techniques for further analysis to
determine their feasibility for the design of an adaptive
control system for a SATURN V Class launch vehicle. Sections
IV and V present the results of these studies. Section IV is
based on the M.S. thesis of t:r. R. Kramer and Sect i cn V is
based on the Ph.D. thesis of Dr. N. Currie.	 Thesc docu^•.ents
- -	 were su:)mitted to the Department of I:ngi-peering, University
of California, Los Angeles in December, 1968 anel March, 1969,
4respectively, and arc available ou request. Appendices A
and B list the equations of motio:, the notation, and the
vehicle parameters used.ir, t?ie detailed studies discussed in
Sections IV and V.
It snouid be noted that in each of the major sections
(Roman numerals I - V)eluations, figures, etc. are numbered
independent of the other sections.
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eSURVEY OF APPLICABLE MRAC TECHNIQUES
During the last ten years model reference adaptive
control (MRAC) was born and thoroughly developed in many
different directions. A great deal of the pioneer de-
vehopment work has been carried out at two universities:
U.C.L.A. and M.I.T. Presently, many industrial organi-
zations and other universities are also contributing to
MRAC technology.
The following paragraphs discuss several of the MRAC
developments which appear to have merit for application to
the control of flexible launch vehicles. However, since
this is a survey of MRAC, we have limited the discussion
to those details that are important for a general under-3
standing of the basic concepts and the overall approaches
relevant to particular techniques.
F
=2
t1.	 U.C.L.A. Developn.•,nts in PIRAC
The first MRAC development at U.C.L.A. took place in the
1959-1960 tire period, with the work of Margolis and Leondes
[1, 2, 3, 41 ..	 Theirs was one of the first adaptive control
techniques to ma:-.e use of a model.
	 In their a p proach the
model and the plant are driven by the sane in p ut, and the
outputs of the model and plant are differenced to fora, an
error signal. The error is then used to adjust parameters in
the model in order to force the model to have the same d,,-
namics, and hence the same response, as the plant. Once the
model (and hence, p lant parameters are known), s y stem compen-
sation can be chanted appropriately. in a st r ict sense, some
•	 may not consider this technique to be MRAC, but the technique
does utilize an ex p licit model.
in 1961-1963 Donaison and Leondes [5,6,71 developed
their :IRAC techni q ue. The model, in their dzvelopment, repre-
sents the desired response of a closed-loop system composed
of an unkno ,:rn plant and variable compensation. Both the
model and the system are driven by the command input. Then
the difference between the out p uts of the model and the
system is used to vary the system compensation. The objective
here is to force the system to have the same dynamics as the
model. This is the more common approach to MRAC.
From 1963 to the present Hsieh [£11, Yishi [91, S•horcler
[ 101 , ano Watson [ 111 hc.ve all rurtheree, the developrnc-::t of
adaptive control at U.C.L.A., although none
r^
8•	 of their efforts were concerned particularly with MRAC.
In 1965, Natcaer (12] conducted a study of the effects
•	 of external disturba n ces on the performance of the MRAC
technique of Donalson and Leondes.
An entirely new technique is presently being de-
veloped by Currie and Stear. This technique is of the
Margolis and Leondes type in that the parameters of a
model are changed. However, the model in this case is
altogether different. It is an optimal state estimation
filter of the Kalman type. To adapt: the parameters of
this Kalman filter are changed in order to minimize the
difference between the system and filter outputs.
The next two sections provide a more detailed dis-
cussion of the MRAC techniques of Margolis and Leondes
•	 and Donalson and Leondes (including the results of Hatcher).
The technique of Currie and Stear is discussed in detail
in a later section of this report.
Margolis and Leondes Techr.iaue
A general block diagram of Margolis and Leondes'
technique is given in Figure 1-1. The adjusting mechanisrr
operates on the difference, e, between the plant and system
outputs. The object is to alter the parameters of the
model in order to make the model and plant dynamics
identical.
6	 In MRAC, the measure of how closely t1,e model and
•
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THE LEARNING MODEL WITH ADJUSTING MECHANISM
FIGURE 1-1
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plant dynamics match is al%.,ays taken to be sonic non-
negative function or functional of the error, E, and
possibly several of its derivatives. This measure may
be designated f(C). For most of their work Margolis and
Leondes used the simple quadratic function
fo (E) = E 2 .	 (1.01)
as their performance measure. However, other measures of
error were also considered, although only in relation to
tracking a simple 'rst order process. For example,
f l ( E ) = E 2 + k 1 E 2	 (1.02)
was found to bring about slightly improved response over
the use of f o (E) = E 2 . A significanc improvement in
traking performance was obtained by using
f 2 (E) = (c + k2E) 2.	 (1.03)
This form of f 2 (E) is particularly useful because it con-
trols to some extent the dynamic response of E. That is,
if an adjusting mechanism can be found that will maintain
f 2 (E) = 0, then E is forced to decay exponentially with
a time constant e q ual to k 2 . The last error measure
studied was
f3(E) =lac 2 (T)dT	 (1.04)
The tracking scheme employing this error measure was found
to be completely inadequate. In fact it led to instabili-
ties while tracking a first order process driven by only
6
10
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E
a step input.
In order to design an adjusting mechanismn some means
must be establishes? for making f(F) zero, or at least
minimizing f (E). Margolis and Leondes selected the method
%of steepest'descent as the basis for designing the adjust-
ing mechanism. In their development, the process dynamics
were of the following form:
i
a	 (t) d z = m(t)
	 (1.05)
ii=0 	 dt3,
To simplify the development, the model dynamics were chosen
to be of the same order:
dly
CL . (t) -- = m(t)	 (1.06)i	 dti
i=0
The error between system and model is
E = z - y (1.07)
The object of the adjusting mechanism is to force each
a. (t) toward a. (t) such that. 6 approaches zero.
	
The steepest
descent approach to this problem is to control the rate of
change of each oa i (t)	 according to the relation
da,
dt = -k as	
(1.08)
i
where k is a constant. Substituting f
0 
for f and z- y
for 6 in this equation yields
12
flt	 -2kG ay
	
(1.09)
i
There are certain inherent restrictions on the w.tes-of-
change of the a.'s based on minimizing 6 . First, as Margolis
points out, even if the model parameters were to instantane-
ously adjust to the system parameters the model output would
not instantaneously change to equal the system out put because
of the stored energy in the model. The two outputs would be
close only after the stored energy had been dissipated. This
might be two to three times the lowest system time constant.
(Of course this is true only for a stable process. For an
unstable process, the stored energy, and hence the error, E
would increase without limit.) Therefore, the responses of
•	 the a i 's, must be at least two to three times slower than the
system response.
In addition to the inherent limitation on the response
speeds of the a
i 's, some restrictions are placed on the
rates-of-change of the process parameters (i.e. the a i.'s) in
order to simplify the design of the adjusting mechanism.
They are assumed to vary slowly in comparison to the adjust-
ment speed of the model parameters (i.e. the ia..'s).	 Clearly
then, there is a hierarchy of variables and parameters, est-
ablished by their required or desired response speeds. The
process variables are the fastest, the model parameters
are intermediate in response speed, and the process parameters
•	 are the slowest.
	
a
13
With this hierarchy in mind the development of the
Margolis-Leondes adjusting mechanism can now be continued.
Let u, be defined by the expression
i
U_
	
i
	 (1.10)
Then the steepest de cent Adjustment for f  is described by
the expression
daidt r -2kEu i 	(1.11)
Taking the partial derivative of the model equation with
respect to a
J 
gives
n
	
ai(t)as ^ + -^-	 0	 (1.12)
i=o	 J dt
	
dt]
•	 Considering y to be an explicit function of t and the a 
i 
(t)
and using the chain rule for differentiation leads to
di	
al	 (1.13)terms involving timed y = —Y +
dt l	 at'	 derivatives of the a i (t)
Margolis and Leondes make the assumption that, because of
the previously discussed hierarchy, the terms in brackets
can be ignored and hence
i	 i
a t	 (1.14)
dt i	at 
Substitution of Eq.(1,14) into Eq.(1.12) finally gives the
follo.,inu desired equaticris to be solved for obtaining
f
11
the u,(t).
d U,1	 dam.
a.(t)	 _ -
	 (1.15)
1 0	 dt	 dtj
Equations(1.11) and (1.15) together define the adjusting mech-
anism. Note that u j (t) is :just the model response to an
input equal to -d j y/dt 3 . The constant k should be selected
so that the adjustment speeds of the model parameters fall
in the middle between the response speeds of the process
variables and the process parameters.
The above approach to adaptive parameter tracking has
been studied in great detail by Margolis and Leondes 11,2,3,
41 for first order processes with one variable parameter.
In addition, they also studied first order processes with
•	 two variable parameters, and second order processes in great
detail. In deriving the equations of the adjusting mechan-
ism for the second order process, the following performance
criterion was used:
f(E) _ [ E + q 1 E + g	 22E]
In general, for n'th order processes of the form of equation
(1.05), the recommended performance criterion is
f(E) _ [E + gE (1)	 + qE (2) + ... + g6(n)1	 `	 n	 ]2
(1.16)
t
a•
Now consider the possibility of applying the Margolis
and Leondes adaptive techni q ue to the control of a flexible
launch vehicle. At the outset one is confronted with the
problem that the form of the process differential equation
that describes the vehicle dynamics is
L	
a, (t) 0(i)(t)m(j)	 (1.17)
i-0	 j.0
where 0 is the vehicle attitude measured by an attitude
sensor, and m is the thrust vector command. Unfortunately
this equation is different from the one used above (equation
(1.05)) . There is also conck^_n over the fact that the model,
in reality, would not be of the same order as the process,
a	 a fact that was not considered in the Margolis-Leor.des
development. A further significant drawback is the inabilitl
of the adjusting mechanise to track unstable ..recesses--
the launch vehicle is unstable. This difficulty could be
overcome by making the model track the closed loop system,
but then the model order would be increased significantly.
There is also a practical problem associated with using the
recommended performance criterion equation (1.16). Its
minimization would require the measurer.:ent of N derivatives
of both the model and the process outputs. Whenever N is
greater than two, obtainin g
 the required process output
derivatives is not generally considered feasible.
0
15
z	 t
16
In addition to the above problems, disturbance and noise
effects were not investigated by Ma-golf, and Leondes and
it is not apparent that their in-Ausion will not result in
si.gnificant'misadjustmer.ts of the p rocess parameters.
Finally there wao no systematic study of global statility
of the overall system; only linearized analysis with step
inputs was completed.
From the above discussion it must be concluded that
the Margolis and Leondes technique does not appear to be
d?.rectly suited to adaptive control of a launch vehicle.
HDwever, heir work has provided insight into the develop-
went of performance criteria, the use of steepest descent,
ant. the relationships between the relative speeds of t-ie
various system parameters.
A MRAC technique which is somewhat more applicable to
the control of a launch vehicle is described below.
Donalson and Leondes Technique
The MRAC technique of Donalson and Leondes is shown
in Figure 1-2. In their technique, a reference model is
selected which has the same dynamics as is desired fcr
the closed loop system. The error between the model and
system outputs is then used as a basis for establishing
the dynamics of the three compenaation blocks. The develop-
ment of the adjusting mechanism is very similar to the
6
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Margolis acid	 development. Ftowever., Donalson and
Leondes begin with more gc-neral process dynamics. They
assume the process may be represented by the following
transfer function:
M i
gin s
G(s) = i=O_ ,N > M
	
(1.18)
-_- =	 N	 —
B sid
_=G
In fact, all -locks of Fig. 1-2 are represented by similar
transfer functions.
The assumptions that are required for the development
of the Donalson-Leondes adjusting mechanism are also similar
to the ones used by Margolis and Leondes:
Assumption. 1: The coefficients in G(s) vary slowly as
compared with the basic time constants of the physical
process and the reference model.
Assumption 2: The coefficients in G(s) vary slowly as
compared with the rate at which the adjustin g, mechan-
ism, which is to be designed, adjusts the parameters
in F(s), K(s), and H(s).
Assumption 3: The adjusting mechanism will be designed
so that it adjusts the parameters in F(s),K(s), and H(s)
'	 rapidly as cocc,parad with the :ate at which t: (e) is caused
to change because of the effect of input r(t)
f
R1')
Two perfurmance c±iteria are considered in developing
the adjusting nechani_sn. They both have as many derivatives
of C(t) as there are terms in the denominator of the closcd-
loop transfer function.
2
f
N
= 2 ^^1i ( E )
ql
id ^, (i.19)
i=0 dt
2
N
id
f 2 ( t ) = 2 qi i (1.20)
i=0 d 
f 2 (6)	 is identical with	 the general performance function
used by Margolis and Leondes. The development of	 the	 ad-
justing mechani.srn based	 on	 f 2 (S) is described in the	 follow-
ing paragraphs.
The transfer functions of the closed-loop system and
the reference model are given as
M i
E Gins
F(s)K(s)G(s)	 i=0
1 + K(s)G(s)H(s)	 N 
C siid
i=0
(1.21)
(1.22)
and
M
i
A(s) = i=Ga -inN i
aids
i=0
The steepest descent approach to minimizing f 2 (E),as before,
provides the e q uations for adjusting the a.(t). That is,i
20
F-
dai	 af 
dt = - r,	 (1.23)i
In this equation, unlike before, there is no constant k on
the right. This is due to the Fact that it is not. assumed
to be part of the q i 's (i.e., the constants in f2(E)).
D(.nalson and Leondes observed that it may be undesir-
able to require explicit knowledge of the a i S. Apparently
their reasoning for this was based on the fact that, in a
particular application, the parameters of the ccmpensat:ion
transfer functions are to be adjusted--not the parameters
of the closed-loop system. Furthermore, if the a i 's are
not known ex lici'^1	 ofP	 y, then	 2 cannot he computed. They,
;f
in effect, compute aa2 in the following way: The error
i
between system and model is given as
F (t) = c(t) - y(t).	 (1.24)
The partial derivatives of E(t) with respect to a i and ai
ate
3e	 ac	 (1.25)
as ^	 da.
and
	
ae	 _ ay	 (1.26)
	3a.	 2a.
	
1	 1
r
21
~
From assumption two, we know that the a. 's are going to
iclosely track the a 
, s. This implies, to a good approxl-
'
matiuu, that
8c^
	
-- = ^^'	 ^l 2 7)
	
8m	 8a	 ^i
Then, from this comes
	
3f 2	 af J
	
---- = - -----	 (l^ 38)
	
8^	 8a c	 i	 ^
and the steepest descent egoo.tioo becomes
	
du	 3f
	
i	 2 29)^l
	
dt	
----	 ^
From here on, the development is almost identical with the
~ one of Margolis and Leoodea. It leads to an adjusting mech-
anism which is described by the fnllowinq differential
°
~
egoatinon;
0
8a 	 j	 r^	 djuid	 /_^	 d e	 ^_,	 in
	
= _	 g 	 q
	
------^
	
(1.30)
|dt	 \ j~O j dt j	 j~O j dt j
	
|	 |	 |^	 J	 L	 |
0	 jda
	 d njin	 d 6	 in
---- ~ - ^
	
^ --^	 y ^
	
(l,3l)dt	 L-^ j d^]	 ^j=^—^ j dtj
	
| j~O	 |	 |	 /
.	 ~	 ^	 ^
and N
i
	
do	 j
^	 ^~v^	 l_-^ a	 ----^^^ = - ---~-	 (1.32)N	 id	 dt	 jw	 i=O	 dt
w
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d i u	- ---
e n
	
^-n - ulr	 (1.33)
i=0 1	 dtl	 dti
Donalson and Leondes did not carry the general. develop-
ment beyond this point. They indicated that the a i 's are
functions of the parameters of the compensation transfer
functions F(s), K(s) and H(s); but that these functions
are not unique. Therefore, a general functional relation-
ship doesn't exist. In applying this technique to the con-
trol of a flexible launch vehicle, one of the significant
design problems would be the determination of the structure
of the compensation transfer functions, and the time de-
rivative of the compensation parameters from the steepest
computations for the a i.'s.
Because of the similarity of the two techniques, the
comments relating to the Margolis and Leondes MRAC appli-
cation to the flexible launch vehicle are valid for the
Donal.son and Leondes application. The present technique is
slightly more general--due to the inclusion of dynamics in
the numerator of the model transfer function. However, the
advantage of a more general model is somewhat lost because
its use introduces the need for the measurement of de-
rivatives of the input signal. This may not always be
practical.
Donalson and Leondes were one of the first. to apply
•	 Lyapunov theory to the stahili.t y an p lysis of adaptive
23
control systems and they did achieve soma interesting re-
sults using tlhis theory.
i-
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2. M.I.T. Developments in M.R_A_C.
One of the earliest MRAC systems was developed at M.I.T.,
in 1958, by Whitaker, Yamron and Kezer [13).
	 This technique
made use of an explicit model, and the object in adapting
was to vary ccmp.ensation parameters so that the closed loop
system dynamics would match the model dynamics. In 1961,
Osburn [14) presented a detailed analysis of the MRAC tech-
nique developed by Whitaker, et. al.
The basic approach used in the MRAC developments at
M.I.T. is as follows:
If the error between the plant and model outpu t_ is
e(t), then the objective of the adaptive controller is to
minimize F(e) by making use of a method suggested by steep-
est descent where
t
F(e) = 2
	
e2(t)dt	 (2.01)
0
If one of the system adaptive parameters is p , then the
steepest descent method suggests, changing p in accordance
with the expression
t
AP = -k op = -k j	 aG edt	 (2.02)
0
where k is a constant.
	
It can be shown that the gtantity
(3e/DP) is obtained by passing e(t) through a filter which,
•	 in the frequency domain, represents the reciprocal of the
transfer functio« between p and e. The filter that is
I
► ^
eF
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generally used is a fixed a p proximation to the exact one.
From the above equation, it follows that the time rate-of-
change of the adaptive parameter satisfies the relation
P = -k aC e	 (2.03)
Of course there is a different mechanization of this equation
for each parameter.
Also in 1961, Kezer, Hoffman and Engel [15] developed
a modification of the :MIT technique for the control o` a
flexible miss:.1e. This work is the most germaine to the
objectives of the current study and it is discussed in the
following paragraphs.
The Implicit Diodel Reference Technique of Kezer, Roffman and
Engel
With the model reference technique develo p ed by Whitaker,
et al. [13], the desired response is obtained from an explicit
model which is forced by the same contro l
 siqnal that forces
the plant. With the implicit model reference technique [15]
system parameters are again adapted to minimize a `:unctional
of the response error. however, in this case the response
error is not generated by subtracting the response of an explicit
model frc;,n that of the plant. Instead, the res p onse error in the
implicit model reference technique is obtained from the plant
•	 itself as described below.
«a
E _	 qi gi
i=1
(2.09)
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Applying the model reference technic'a to a flexible
missile (plant) and assuming that the model is an exact
representation of the riqid body missile, the response
error will consist only of body bending and will have the
form
I
By locating rate gyroG at different positions within
the vehi4
 cle, a response of the form
m
r 
	 _	 (Y,^i - Y ' ^ i )Tl i	(2.05)
i=1
may be generated. This is an implicit model reference tech-
nique which eliminates the necessity for the rigid body
model, and hence for the requirement that the model b2 an
exact representation of the rigid body vehicle.
Assuming that the gains associated with bending modes of
order greater than the first are negligible, the response
error may be approximated by
	
E = 
n 
	 .
If the controllable parameters, P., are adjusted to
minimize the functional
t
J	 =	 E2 (`_) dt	 (2.06)
•	 0
d 	 a 
d  = -k aP E (2.11)
f
2 
then the first variation of 7 vanishes at the rtinimum;i.e.,
rz	 a ( t
dJ	
2
= ^ dP -	 e dt 6P . = 0	 12 .00i =1	 ,',o
For the case where there is a single controliablc
parameter P a.,J where the limits of integration are in-
depe:-.dent of parameter variations, equation 2.07 reduces to
t
6J =	 LrE2) SPdt	 (2.08)
Jo
t / \
= 2
	
	 l a -) E 6Pdt = 0	 (2.09)
o
which implies that
'	 t
	PE d  - 0	 (2.10)
0
at the minimum. Consideration of the notion of steepest
descent leads immediately to a parameter adjustment r,xchan-
ism in which the rate of parameter variation is made pro-
=	 portional to the integrand of the first variation; i.e., to
Note that this is the sane parameter adjustment formula
that was obtained by Donalson and Leondes (6) using a
modified steepest descent development (See equation 1.23). 	
a
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Figure (2-].) is a block dizar^--m representation of an
implicit model reference autopilot with a single controllable
parameter, ae , for bending suppression. Assuming that 'nigher
order hendin-* modes are negligible, the response error becomes
1	 tE = (Y 	 Ypi)nl	 (2.12)
and E can be obtained by inte g rating the difference of the
signals obtained from the rate gyros. It can be shown that
the weighting function W(t), where
W = Dr, 1 /aa e 	 (2.13)
can be obtained as the response of a weighting `unction
filter with input
(,^i -	
I
Y	
Y ¢i )T) 1	(2.14)
The rate of change of the parameter is given by Equation
(2.11) which may be rewritten in the form
dX
(2.15)t 
When veh;.cles with higher order bending modes must be
considered, the previous analysis still applies with the
following changes. If n bending modes must be considered,
the response error may be ap p roximated by
n
E _
	 girli	 (2.16)
i=1
r
h
0
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U
v
3U
Minimization of
It
J	 s2dt	 (2.17)
0
by variation of	 then requires that
e
t
dJ 
=a ^j
o
E 2 dt^dae 	(2.18)
 
1)
t
2	
aE 
Eda e 3t = 0	 (2.19)
0
e
Using the same logic as before, a corresponding expression
for the time rate-of-change of the adaptive parameter is
obtainer; i.e.,
da
dt = 'k w/E
	 (2.20)
where the weighting function, w is given by
n
w	
a^	
giri	 (2.21)
e i=1
It may be shown analytically that for the case of a single
bending mode, the transfer function WF of the weightinq function
filter W^ is given by
WF = TF ( ^^ y ) (Y 	 Y 	 )TF n	(2.22)
1	 i	 i	 1
(W.M
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Equation. (2.22) ir,plics that the weighting function
filter (for the case of a single bending mode) has order
m+2, where m is the order of the rigid body autopilot. For
the case where N bending modes must be considered the
weighting function filter is given by
N
	
W  = TF16,Yl)	 (Y dl - Y 
^i)TFr,
	
(2.23)
i=1
which is of order m+2:4. The inclusion of additional bend-
ing modes necessitates the use of higher order weighting
function filters whose realization may exceed the capacity
of the flight computer.
The previous analysis is based on the assumption that
a signal
M
E _	 gini	 (2.24)
^	 i=1
ma} be obtained by integrating the difference signal ob-
tained from the rate gyros. The signal actually obtained
r	 is of the form
)n
	 n
E _ ^1
	
^2 * L.^ Y '	 N. -
	 , Y1	 TI	 (2.25)
izl	 ^i 1	 i=1	 ^i 1
where ^1 and ^2 are the integrated rigid body rates from
the two rate gyros. E q uation (2.25) reduces to
R
e32
n	 n
E _
	 (Y 	 - 'Y	 ) 1. _ ^A q	 (2.26)
i=1	 1	 1	 i=1
only if the dynamics or the rate gyros are identical in the
region of dynamic response of interest.
Sr
R
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3. Adaptive Control Techniques Based on - Use -of a Kalman
Filter
A miich more recently developec: technique which makes
use of a model of the plant consists of the use of a
Kalman filter for combined estimation of the state and
unknown parar.icters of a plant and use of the resulting
estimates of the plant parameters to vary the control law
in an appropriate way. Because the variation of the con-
tro'. law is straightforward,only the combined estimation
of states and parameters will be reviewed here.
Combined State and Parameter Estimation via a Kalman Filter
The use of a Kalman filter to estimate an augmented
state vector is discussed in this section. The augmented
state vector consists of the actual linear plant states plus
the parameters arranged as a vector. This idea was origin-
ally proposed in 1963 by Kopp and Orford (16] where they
reported results for a second order continuous system with
two parameters. The genera]. equations for discrete and
continuous systems were stated (although with conceptual
errors) by Kumar in 1964 171 .
This technique was extended and then applied to a
launch vehicle by McDonnell-Douglaa for NASA-MSFC in 1966 (181 .
The extension was to allow the p arameter vector to consist
only of selected plant parameters instead of all of them.
Even before the technique was used in the latter application,
it was real iza-1 that the approac:i was still impractical
I
00
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in this modified for p i.	 This is because a matrix riccati
differential equation had to be solved on-line, c, • hich causes
the order of the resulting system to be N(N + 3)/2, where
N is the number of plant states and unknown parameters.
For exam p le, to estimate two parameters of a third order
plant re q uires the real-time solution of 20 nonlinear
differential equations. Adding one more state raises the
number of equations to 27, which illustrates the rapid
growth of complexity for such a method.
A statement of the continuous equations will be given
to clarify the above statements and for reference of other
sections to follow.
Equa tions of Combi ned E sti mation
A linear system in state space form is written as
x = Ax + Bu + w
3.01)
Y = Hx + v
where,
x = state (n -dimensional)
x
u = control (nu-dimensional)
w = mean zero white gaussian plant noise (R 14 dimensional)
y - observation (r.Y3imensional)
v = mean zero white gaussian observation noise (nv
-dimensional) and, A, B, and H arc appropriately
dirrensioned matrices.
6
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Assum•2! that there arc unkno::, n parameters that are
denoted by a vector a, which is n
a 
-dimensional, whose rate
varies accer(?ing to a zero mean white gaussian parameter
noise, w , i.e.,
a
a = w	 (3.02)
a
Then, define an augmented state vector, x, by
x
x =	
/	
(3.03)
a
and using 'auations (3.01) and (3.C2) we have
A U	 (B)(W 
x =	 x +	 u +	 (3.04)
U	 0	 0	 w
a
which may be written concisely as
x = A x + Bu + w	 (3.05)
f(x,u) + w	 (3.06)
We will denote the estimate (conditional expected value)
of a variable (') by (-) and the estimation error, (•) - (•),
by (•)	 It then turns out that, neglecting products of
estimation errors, the form of the estimation equation for
x is that of a Kalman filter. That is
x = A x + Bu + K(y - Y) 	 (3.07)
where
I
y = H x
	 (3.08)
t
m.	 _
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and
K = P II, R-1	 (3.09)
and where in this last equation,
R = observation noise covariance coefficien t_ matrix,i.e.,
Cov(v (t) ,v(T) ) = R(t) d (t - T)
H = (1I,0),0 being a matrix, and
P = estimation error covariance of the (lineazized)
augmented state.
The latter matrix is the solution of the following
matrix riccati equation:
P	 A*P + P A *, - P H ' R-1 H P+ Q	 (3.10)
*	 [afiax.(x,ulx=
A
	
(3.11)
—3
x
and
Q = covariance coefficient of w.
Note that it turns out in this formulation t'ia*_ the
"A-matrix" in the riccati equation is not the same "A-matrix"
which appears explicitly in the augmented state equation.
This is different than the usual Kalman filter. For example,
consider the first order system
x = a 1 x + bu	 (3.12)
•
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with a l being the unknown parameter. Then
a l 0
	
A =	 (3.13)
0	 0
whereas
al x
•
	A_ _	 (3.14)
0	 0
	
Since . appears in A	 the riccati equation will not gener-
ally settle to an equilibrium value.
Also note that the present problem is really a non-
linear problem which has been linearized to obtain a result
like a Kalman filter.
a
Some Observatio ns of the Combined Estimation Equations
We will now make scme observations of the previous
equations which will allow a better understanding of them
and will lead to the modified approach to combined esti-
mation described in Section V. In addition, in their
present form a genera'_ computer program for their solution
involves many needless multiplication3 and additions with
zero.
First, by inspection, equation (3.08) can be written as
y = Ha
•	 Next, writing P as
P11 P12
P =	 (3.15)
•DP 21	 "22
k
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We can write (3.09)  as
(3.09')
P 11 P21 
H	 P11 H
-1K =	 R	 =
P 21.	 P22J 0	 P	
H
21 
R-1
Now, inspection of Equation (3.09') shoes that we can
easily distin(7uish two gains, one associated with the state
estimation and one associated with parameter estimation.
They are, respectively,
x	 -1
Y. = P 11 H R	 (3.09'a)
and	 ,
Ka	
P21H R-1
	
(3.091b)
Then, equation (3.07) may be rewritten as
X = Ax + fiu + K x (y - y)	 (3.07a)
and
A
	 K 3 (y - y)	 (3.07b)
With the exception of the equation for the Kalman gain
and the fact that estimates of the plant matrices are used
inste„1 of their actual values (which are unknown in this
case), the first equation is an ordinary Kalman state
estimator.	 Further discussion of these equa*_i..ns will be
given in the next section. The form inspires a practical
approach to combined estimation.
I
a=_
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The form of f(x,u) is such that A can always be
written as
A	 A
	
*	 A M
	A 	 =	 (3.16)
0 0
whe re
af.
	
M	
coal	
(3.17)
J
Hence, a little algebra shows that the riccati equation in
(3.10) may be written equivalently as (dropping circumflex
notation on A and M)
P 11 - AP 11 + P11 A ' - P 11
NP 11 
+ Q11 + 14 P21 P21f•1
(3.10a)
P 21 - P21 (A t - NP 11 ) + P 22M 	 (3.10h)
	
P 22 - -P L1 NP 21 + Q 22	 (3.10c)
where
N = H' H
-LH
The first of these equations looks like the usual
riccati equation for the Kalman state estimator with a.i
added forcing function (the last two terms) which causes
coupling with the second equation. The second equation is
linear. Theequ?librium solution for fixed m was obtained
for these equations for a first order plant with one
parameter. however, it was not without some subtle limit
i_	 ^
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arguments.	 Computer solution of equilibrium values for
higher order systems could not be obtained for the equations
in this form. The reeson for attem p ting to obtain equi-
librium solutions will be explained in a later section,
where it will also be explained how the situation was
remedied.
3
i -
•NU	 AM_
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4. Other `RAC Techniaues
Since the work cf Whitaker and Margolis and Leondes,
there have been a great number of n%or MRAC developments.
These techniques are based on essen,__ally the same objective.
That is, to adapt or control an adjusi-.ing mechanism based
on some sort of error between the model and system responses,
The various M RAC techniques differ because they are based on
very different approaches for designing the adjusting mech-
anisms. Some of these techniques will be discussed in the
next few sections.
Parks Approach
In a good many of the MRAC developments (starting with
Bonalson and Leondes) Lia p unov's second method was used to
analyze system stability. This method, in general, requires
a certain amount of ingenuity to arrive at an appropriate
Liapunov function. A Liapunov function is a positive
definite scalar function, VW,  of the system state x, which
has the property that its tiwo-_ derivative, VW, along
trajectories of the state is negative definite. V(x) is
somewhat analagous to the energy contained in the system;
if the energy builds up with time (i.e. V(x) > 0) then the
system is unstable.
U:.like thE. majority of previous developments, Parks
[19) considers the problem of stability from the outset.
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He defines a Particular Liapunov function, V(x), for each
system under cons_deration, and then determines an adjust-
ing m:-chanijm such that V, W < 0	 for a g iven input type
(usually a constant).
Parks develops adaptive controllers for first and sec-
and order systems. In each case, he compares the design
with an adaptive controller that is based on the "MIT" rule.
He shows that, by using Liapunov theory as a basis of design,
an adartive controller can be developed which is always
stable for a constant input. This is in contrast to the
adaptive controllers ,l-veloped by the MIT rule which have a
significant region of instability.
In general., Park's approach leads to the requirement to
measure derivatives of the errors between the model and
system responses	 However, he shows that if the plant trans-
fer function is positive real, then the adjustment can be
made stable for a constant input without measuring any of
the error derivatives.
A disa-'-;antage of Park's approach, with r°spent to its
application to the control of a launch vehicle, is that it
does not consider the effects of disturbances. Possibly the
approach could be extended to eliminate this shortcomin g . A
possible major problem is associated with fincing a suitable
Liapunov function for a ree.listic set of process dvnami.cs.
0
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Dressle:-'s Technique
A general approach to the svnthesis of ad :pti.vc con-
trollers has been develo p ed by Dressler (20). The approach
`:as an advantage in that it is extremely simple to implemcnt
Its development is carried out. in state variable notation and
stays strictly in the tir,-,e domain. The adaptive control
system (i.e. plant plus adaptive controller) is described
by
x(t) = F (t)x(t) + D (t)u(t)
	 (4.01)
s	 s
c(t) = M(t)x(t),	 (4.02)
where x is the n-dimensional state vector, u i s the q-dimens-
ional control, and c is a scalar output. :.e matrices F ,DS s
and M are of appropriate dimensions. The referer:c model is
described by a differential equation of the same older as
the system:
y(t) = F Dy(t) + D D u(t)	 (4.03)
c D (t) = MY(t)	 (4.04)
The adaptive controller acts to minimize the error
e(t) = c(t) - c D (t)	 (4.05)
by forcing the following relationship to hold:
[e (t + At) - e(t)) e(t) < 0.
	 (4.05)
I
ir
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Here, A t is some small increment of time. This is equiva-
lent to
e(t)e(t) < 0,	 (4.07)
which would also be obtained from Park's apprcaeh by taking
2 e 2 (t) as a Liapunov function.
In the adaptive controller development., Dressler makes
two basic assumptions:
Assumption 1: The model and plant matrices are suffic-
iently close together (i.e. F s
	FD and L, = D D ), so that
the error difference [e(t + At) - e(t)] is a linear function
of the differences between the corresponding elements of
the model and plant matrices.
Assumption 2: The rates of change of the plant para-
meters, the system input and the model output are negligible
compared with those of the adaptive parameters.
The development of the equations for the adaptive
controller is rather long. However, the final result is
not. The equations :which describe the adaptive controller
are:
f,1J (t) = - a.1 7 ]y . (t) e (t)	 (4.08)
dmz(t) _ - S m zu k (t)e(t)	 (4.09)
•	 Here f ij (t) and dmt (t) represent the controller gains in
F (t) and D s (t) .	 The OL.	 and ^
	
are constants, and y^ (t)s
7
and u^(t) are elements of the model state vector and the
input vector.
3	 _
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If we interpret the Laplace operator as a differential
operator (i.e. s = at), then the plant differential equation
may be written as
	
n 
n-1	 k^	 I/ m
s	 3+ ^E a k s	 y(t) _
	
b.s	 x(t).	 (m < n)
	
k=0	 ^	 ^j=0 3
(4.10)
As with most of the other developments, the :model and plant
have the same order. The differential equation for the
model is
n	
a-1	 k	 m
s + CA
	
ym(t)	
S.s3	 x(t).	 (4.11)
	k=0	 j=0 3
In the equation error approach y m (t) is not observable. So,
y(t) is substituted for y m (t) in the model equation in order
to develop the e q uation error,
	
n-1
	
m
f. F
 = s n + ^` c4s k 	y(t) -	 ^ijs) x(t).
	k=0
	 j=0
(4.1.2)
In most practical systems it is either not desirable or
not possible to measure the n derivatives of y and the m
derivatives of x. However, these measurements are necessary
to compute the equation error E E . To circumvent this problem
the following variables are defined:
yk = L -1 {Mk (s) L(y(t))}	 (4.13)
x j = L a {:; j (,)
 L[x(t) l	 (4.11)
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where L is the Laplace operator. The estimating :h k (s) is
•	 ce rtainly not unique. one possible r,echanization of the
filter is
k
Mk (s)	 L n	 (4.15)
(T s{-1)
If the equation error, E E , is divided by (TS +l) n , a quantity
results which Lion calls the "generalized" equation error,E,
and which is in terms of the variables defined above.
Dressler's technique has a distinct advantage over some
of the earlier adaptive controllers in that the only additional
dynamics required are those of the model. (That is, a sep-
arate weighting function for each adaptive parameter is not
necessary.)
As with many of the other techniques, Liapunov's second
method has been used to determine the stability boundaries
n
for some example systems. Dressler does not consider dis-
turbance effects, but their inclusion would r,et be too
difficult. It would only be necessary to augment the state
equations with the disturbance dynamics. This would lead
naturaly into the application of Kalman filter theory for
Fi
the development of an estimator for the non-measurable states.
The Equation Error Technique by Lion
The MRAC techniques described above fall into the
general. category of "response error" systems. . That is, the
•	 adaptive mechanization is based on an error signal which is
the difference between the plant output and the model output,
•
0zf
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when both the plant and model are driven by the same input.
"E q uation error" systems operate on a different error
signal. Figure 4-1 shows the two types of error systems.
for the situation in which the plant and model dynamics are
represented by ratios of polynomials in the Laplace oper-
ator, s. The equation error approach appears to have certain
advantages over the more classical approach in terms of en-
larged stability regions and incredsed parameter tracking
spee d.
The equation error technique described by Lion [21] is
presented in the next few paragraphs. Earlier work by
Shipley, Engel and Hung (22] contained much of Lion's devel-
opment, although it was on a somewhat ad hoc basis. Consider
the equation	 n--1	 m
6 = y n	k+ L
j
^ ayk - L. ^,7xm
	
(4.16)
k=0	 i=0
Having developed the expression for the equation error,
it is now necessary to develop the adjusting mechanismm that
will drive the error to zero. Lion as well as Shipley, Engel
and Hung took the simple error-s q uared performance criteria
F (6) = 2 6 2 ,	 (4.17)
and applied the technique of steepest descent to arrive at
the parameter adjusting mechanization. The steepest descent
approach leads to the following parameter adjustment rates
r
_ L '"
	 I
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TWO TYPES OF "EQUATION ERROR" SYSTEMS
FIGURE 4-1
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k 1- — _ - key i
	(4.18)
k aF = -kex,	 (4.19)
where k is the constant loop gain.
Lion proved that the above par,rieter estimation scheme
is globally, asym p totically stable for a wide class of
system inputs including inputs composed of sinusoids of
different frequency, equal in number to at least one-half
the total number of parameters to be estimated. However, he
did assume that none of the sinusoidal signals may have a
phase shift of kr radians (k an integer) through the plant.
This is to insure enough independent conditions so that the
model parameters will not only converge, but will converge
to the plant parameters.
To maximize the speed of convergence it is necessar y to
optimize the loop gain k. A value that is too low will
result in sluggish performance, while a high value will re-
sult in poorly damped performance. However, Lion has
described an a p proach that effectively removes the upper
limit on the convergence speed. To do this he defines
p = m + n - 1 independent equation errors
n-1	 m
e l = yn+i + Z a k y k+i -	 jxj+.i 0<i<P-1
k=0	 j=0
(4.?.0)
1
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Of course, for the y 
i 
and 
i to be available, the order of'
the derioninator pole in the estimating filter must be
changed to 5ive
k
Mk (s) =	 s n+p-1	
(4.21)
(Ts+l)	 p
Then, application of steepest descent to the performance
criterion
P-1 	 l
1	 2
F	 2 i=0 t 
	 (4.22)
produces the parameter adjustment rates
P-1
k LJ	 Elyl+i	 (4.23)
1=0
J
.	 p-1
^ j =	 k	 Elxl+j	 (4.24)
1=0
Lion shows that the above approach can be made to converge
arbitrarily fast simply by making the loop gain k high
enough. Also, he shows that the same global, asymptotic
stability holds for this more general develonnent.
The application of the equation error technique for
r
F	 estimating the parameters of plants of any order is straight
fforward. However, the practical limitations on plant order
4
are not presently known. For example, it is not certain
=	 what effects disturbances and sensor noise have on parar2ter i=
-
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identification by this method in genera]..
	 ShiFley, Engel.
and Hung have indicated that disturLances for which some
kind of measurement may be made available (such a-- an
angle-of-attack me-isurerient in the presence of disturbing
winds for a flight control system) can be treated as addit-
ionalsystem inputs by simply adding terms to the plant and
model equations. In addition, Lion has noted that if some
of the noise properties are known, then the estimating
filter, Mk (s), may be designed to minimize the effects of
the noise.
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The choice of the two techniques of model reference 	 _
adaptive control to be develor, ed and evaluated in detail
in the course of the present study was based on an ex-
tensive literature review, the results of which are
summarized in Section II. This literature review indicated
the striking similarity between the UCLA and the MIT work in
this area and the eventual evolution of the UCLA and MIT
approaches to an essentially common approach to tle problem.
Moreover, Pxcept for a small amount of work on response
error techniques, this common approach came to be pr.edon-inant
among the approaches based on concepts from classical (pre-
state space) control theory. In this predominant position,
it was applied to a fairly wide class of control problems with
relati ­Aly
 good success as far as could be determined from
from the level of detail with which these application studies
were carried out, and one of these applications was to the
control of a flexible booster. The application to control
of'a flexible booster was so :successful to the depth carried
out that some knowledgeable people in the field of adaptive
control felt that no further evaluation of it was required.
Nevertheless, some important q uestions remained unarswered
and it was felt that an in-depth evaluation was required to
see if this approach really lived up to its promise as the
best of the knoo:n classical approacnes when applied to a
Ni
- ^ 1
= 1
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•	 realistic nodol of a real booster such as SATURN V. Thus
the technique developed at UCLA and td7T and applied in a
general but insufficiently detailed •.., ay to flexible boosters-
by Whita?:er and his associates was selected as one of the
two techniques to be evaluated in depth for the SATURN V
application during this study.
More recently, the general adaptive control problem
was attached from a more modern point of view using theory
based on state-space methods and use of the Kalman filter in
the identification process. Early experience with this
approach indicated much promise but the mechanization problem
was too difficult due to con -p lexity of the resulting system.
Since experience was be g inning to verify the general feeling
that the form of the Kalman filter was more i,,inortant than
the exact machani.zation of the optirial gains, it was felt
that exploration of such a technique using a simplified
mechanization of the gains might very well lead to quite
good overall performance. In any case, review of the
literature indicated that this was the most promising
of the approacoes based on moe.crn control concepts and
its exploration in depth for the SATURN V should go a long
way toward evaluating the potential of currently available
•
modern control techniques for solving very difficult feed-
,	 back control pro'l lem.; of the tijne encountered in the SATURt1
58
date there was good
a good job on the
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1.	 INTRO DUCT ION'
The problem of providinZ adequate stability margins
for the flexible codes of booster vehicles has become more
acute as a result of trends in vehicle structure_ design.
As vehicle size increases, the .f lexible mode frequencies
approach the frequency range of the control modes; this
coupled with the uncertainties .associated wi.:h vehicle
parameters and the variation of parameters with flight
conditions, tends to exceed the capability of conventional
auto p ilots to provide adequate suppression of the flexible
response.
Selz-adaptive techniques have been shown to be effect-
ive in providinC improved stability, and are not as
susceptible to failure, in the face of parameter variations
and uncertainties, as a-e conventional autopilots. Several
self-adaptive techniques have been investigated tc de-
termine their effectiveness in suppressing the flexible
response in booster vehicles and aircraft. The techniques
	
investigated include:
	
rate gyro blending, tracking notch
filters, multiple sensors, model reference techniques, anc?
ri6id body separation.1,?,7+3,11,12
This sectkai examines the a p plication of one such self-
adaptive technique, the model reference technigLe, to the
su p pression of the flexible response in vehicles cf the
Saturn v k3-501 clasF.
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2.1	 Theory of 01-^r tt ic n
Figure 2-1 is a functional rc-rre.-(. • ntation of the
basic r-31cl referc%ce ajj ! .tjv^-  systc: j -,.I
--
PLAINT
p
x
p
A D A 1, TI V 7
CON T RO L  - I
FIGUI;ii, 2-1	 ADI,.PTIVI-
bn.
Tne equ_--.ti(_ns Fovern'_r
	 t c slant and model are:
Plant E luat ionz .
?Model Equations:
xx
	
= f (x^, C, t).
	 (2.02)
T1e system is co- p rised of a plant (or process to be
controlled), a reference motel which incornorates the
desired plant c^aractcristics, and an adaptive controller.
The state vec.or of the plant x is derendent uron P set
	
_	 _p	 _
of controllable parameters
_
 [
P	 ... P1	 T^
as indicated by the plant equations (Eq.2.01).
	 Tne object-
ive of the adaptive process is to force x to con form to
—i;
the equations set forth in the -.oael; this is acco.plished
by ad Justin; the controllable pararleters within the Lunt
P, so that the plant equations P..rroximate those of the
model (Ec. 2.02). To dote-mine deviations of the plant
fron the no ni n nl (as characterized by the model) the plant
respon--.e r o
 is compare:'. to the rEsp,nse of the reference
,uodel r
r^ 
and an error response E, definers by
—	 —
e
E p r - r
	
(2.03)
and
1
 <dP
	 dP
ds ' ds (2.05)	 i
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is obtained.. The adaptive controller defines an adaptive
policy
u  = up (E)
which deteruines the adjustment of the controllable
parameters, and causes a predefined performance index
	
t	 2
	
J( E) - j	 EII IIdt	 (2.04)
_m
to be minimized (where IIEII denotes the Euclidean norm.
of E).
2.2 The Adaptive Policy
An adaptive policy which minimizes the performance
index may be derived by use of steepest descent techniques.
Consider a Euclidean space E P , which forms the domain of
the vector P, and let s denote arclength in E P , then
ds 2 = <dP , dP)
a
(where <n, L ^ denotes the inner product of n end L).
The performance index as given by equation 2.04 may be re-
garded as a functional defined on E P and hence
dJ	 3P >ds - ^^P J ' ds (2.06)
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(where
OPJ = grad  J).
Introducing a Lagrange multiplier and combining eqs. 2.05
and 2.06
dJ /	 dP	 dP dP
ds	 \oPJ' ds ) + [1 	(T^ ' ds	 (2-07)
A necessary condition for dJ/ds to be maximized with respect
to the directiurial cosines dP/ds, is that
dP {dJ	 = 0	 (2.08)
as
Substitutio.i of Eq. 2.07 into Eq. 2.08 yields
1	 dP
a^ OP J	 = d 	 (2.09)
premultiplying by (dP/ds)T
1 dP	 - /dP dP
^a ds 9 OP J	 -
 i ds	 s /
	
1	 (2.10)
and from Eq. 2.09
a (aa VP J, D P J^ = 1	 (2.11)
Solving for the Lagrange multiplier ?,, and substituting
into Eq. 2.09, the necessary condition for maximum (or
steepest) descent becomes
i
i
eG5
dP[<VP 
ds - - V P J	 7, O P .7 	 (2.12)
Regarding P as a vector function of time t,
dP ds
P	 ds	 dt	 (2.13)
where the velocity is given by
ds11/2
dt	 [<P ! P>I	 2	 (2.14)
now P may be expressed as
	 J
1/2
<P 0 V J.	 (2.15)
\
P = - /VPJ,VPJ) P
If the velocity magnitudeis assumed to be proportional
to the magnitude of the gradient, Eq. 2.15 becomes
P = - kV P J.	 (2.16)
In terms of the performance index.
t
J =	 IIeII2dt
it
E T . e dt
OD
equation 2.16 becomes
t	 I
TP = - kv
	
E. E dt	 (2.17)
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t
as the lin.its of integration are not functions of P
t	 r
P = - k	 DP I ET. E:	 dt
m
t
P = -2k
	 W(t)c(t)dt
where W(t) is a weighting function matrix:
(2.18)
(2.19)
	
f	 I
W(t) = 1".ij(t)]
fa ej (t)
LaP.(t)
	
(2.20)
The elements of the weighting function matrix
w i ,(t) = aE:i(t)/aPi
are determined by taking the partial derivatives of the
differential equations for response error as a function
of the input quantities.
If the parameter adjustment mechanism is implemented
by equating the rate of parameter adjustment to the adapt-
ive signal
P = u 
	
(2.21)
the required adaptive policy is:
t
uP
 = -2k	 W(t) c(t)dt	 (2.22)
i	 •
1'
1
^- I
%I
ti
	 4
E7
For the case of a systPs with a single controllable para-
meter P, and a scalar response error E, the adaptive policy
reduces to
t
	
u P = -2k	 W(t)E(t)dt	 (2.23)
CID
with
W(t)= ae(t)
	
ap	 (2.24)
it
.J
3•	 RaDUCTION OF FLEXIBLE RESPONSE IN BOOSTER VEHICLES
3.1 Application of Model. Reference Techniques
The adaptive policy defined by Eqs. 2. 23 and 2.24
(repeated below: Eqs. 3.01 and 3.02) acts to minimize
the integral of the response error squared
ED
t
up = -2k	 W(t)E(t)dt	 (3.01)
W(t) = 2E(t)/2P	 (3.02)
If the response error were a measure of tine response of
the flexible modes, represented by the function
E = F01 12
 n2...),
•	 then u 	 would act to minimize
a	 r
J(E)	 =	
J	
F 2 dt	 .
_ 00
If the	 system response	 error	 is defined as	 a weighted sum
of the responses	 of the	 flexible modes
e
E	 =	 a.	 T1 .
1	 1
3.03)
a
k	 1
E	 the adaptive policy becomes
t
up = -2k (	 W(t) ai Tiidt	 (3.04)
I
-0 i
•	 with weighting	 function.
W(t)	 = ^ a i rji dt) (3.05)
3P
_	 Eqs.	 3.04	 and	 3.05	 completely	 define tiie adaptive	 policy.
i
i
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By locating the vehicle rate gyro in the instrument unit
station, the plant response rate, as sensed by the rate
gyro, is
rP = + E y ;i ni
If the model incorporates the vehicle dynamics with the
rate gyro located in the rate gyro station, the model
response rate is
r m
 = 0 +Ey^^i r,i
i
and the response error is then
e(t)	 _	 (y 0
'
- Y$ i h .
i
However in applying the model reference adaptive techniq-e
to the flexible booster problem it is possible to gener-
a	 ate the response error without including a model in the
system.
By locating two rate gyros a.t separate stations
within the vehicle, and differencing their outputs, the
.rigid body information is cancelled and the resulting
flexible response rate signal is
Y =	 (y^i - Y4j)rl i	(3.06)i
Assuming that parameter -Jariations are slow relative to
fluctuations in system response, the response error may be
generated by integrating the flexible response rate signal
•	 Y , and equating the a,
	
of Eq. 3.03 to the weightin,;i
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terms of Eq. 3.06,
(	 °`i = y0i - y^i	 (3-07)
I
e -(y¢i - y^ i )n i	 (3.08)
i
The weighting function
W(t)	 = ac(t)/; p 	 (3.09)
i
is obtained by taking the partial derivative of the differ-
ential equations for e(t) as a function of the input
quantities. If the resulting system of differential
equations is linear, the weighting function may be express-
ed in terms of a convolution integral
t
W(t)	 _	 WFOO(t,-[)0C(T)dT.
	
(3.10)
Expressing the input quantities in terms of e(t), Eq.
3.10 becomes
rt
W(t)	 = 1	 WF(t,T)C. (T)dT	 (3.11)
which implies that the weighting function may be obtained
as the response of a weighting filter with input CO.
Since the weighting function and response error may
be generated by operating on signals obtained from the
plant (vehicle) itself, it is not necessary to include a
reference model in the system. Figure 3-1 is a functional
represcntation of the application of the aforementioned
6
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model reference technique to a flexible booster vehicle.
3.2	 Derivation of the weighting Filter
The differential equations relating response error
as a function of the input quantities may be obtained by
analysis of the functional representation of the system.
In terms of the transfer functions of Figure 3-1,
C( s) 	
^	 r^	 ^
g(  _ - G A G P iF rr 
	
(y^i - Y^i )TFni)QC(s 
1/i
(1 - G  T% s' + GA )(TF ZB
 + L Y^ i TFni^
i
+ s° LJ (Y^
	 - y '. ) TF ]>	 (3.12)
^1	 ni
The weighting function is obtained by taking the partial
derivative of the response error with respect to P.
W(s) = ;C(G)/'O'P
	
(3.13)
sGA (G R TFN ^(Y
	 - 
Y^i)TFni)2dG(s)^
i
(1 - G R TF N [(s + G A )(TF RB +	 Y' TFni)+sP
i
>2
	 +
(Y Oi - y^ i )TF
ni ^ /	(3.1k)
i
Expressed in terms of the response error, the weighting
function becomes
t
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W(s) = G R TY ^ ( y
Oi
	
Y¢i)1FniC(sv
i
(l - G  TFj(s + G A )(TF RB + ^,y ;
`^
iTFni)
i 
+sF ^Iy4i - yG+i)TFni 	 (3.15)i
which implies that the weighting filter of Eq. 3.11 may
be expressed in terms of the transfer functions as
WF(s) = G R TF I{ E ( y; i - y',)TF,V
('_ - GR TF N [( s + G A ) (TFRB + Ky l Tl^a-i
+ s 	 (y^i - y ,>TF, j	 {3.16)
1
I	 n
4.	 APPLICATION TO THE SATURN V AS-501
4.1 Purpose and Scope
Ir_ order to evaluate the effectiveness of the model
reference technique in reducing flexible response, the
technique was applied to the Saturn V AS-501 launch
vehicle. For purposes of the study, it was assumed that
the vehicle was characterized by two flexible modes, third
order actuator dynamics, and third order rigid body
dynamics. The Saturn V AS-501 vehicle equations and
data as supplied b y
 Marshall Space Flight Center are
listed in appendices A and B.
The system comprised if the vehicle, conventional
compensation networks, and the adaptive mechanism was
subjected to analysis under flight conditions correspond-
ing to: lift-off, maximum dynamic pressure, and burnout.
The analysis and digital computer simulations were used
to evaluate the effects of parameter adjustment on the
stability margins and on flexible response.
4.2 System Design
The design objective was to provide compensation,
both conventional and ada p tive, which Would guarantee
adequate stability margins for all modes of the system
and minimize the res ponse of the flexible modes in the
face of parameter uncertainties and variations.
e
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To accomplish the design objective the autopilot was
designed according to the following design principles:
1. The conventional compensation should provide
adequate stability margins for the rigid body
and flexible modes under conditions of lift-
off, maximum dynamic pressure, and burnout. 10
2. The adaptive compensation should act to main-
tain or improve the stability margins associ-
ated with the flexible modes, and suppress
the flexible response.
4.3 Conventional Compensation
To assure the stability of the vehicle under all
fligi.t conditions, conventional compensation was designed
to provide a minimum of 6db. rigid body gain margin, 300
phase margin_, 6db, gain margin of the peak amplitude for
those flexible modes that are gain stabilized, and 4;0
parse margins for those flexible modes that are phase
stabilized. 4 Figure 4-1 is a functional representation
of the vehicle with autopilot, incorporating both con- 	 I N1
ventional and adaptive compensation. Attitude and
attitude rate are sensed by rate-integrating and rate
gyros located in the vehicle instrument unit.
In the rate loop the autopilot employs phase lag
compensation to stabilize the rigid body and a notch
filter to stabilize the flexible response. ?hate lead
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compensation is included in the attitude loop to assure
the appropriate gain and phase margins. Figure 4-2 is a
functional representation of the conventional. compensation
network. The phase vs gain characteristics of the con-
ventionally compensated system are shown in Figures 4-3
thru 4-5.
4.4 The Weighting Filter
In terms of the transfer functions of Figure 4-1
the weighting filter may be expressed as
WF(s) = K 2 H C TFN ^(Y i - Y 1 )TFn1 + (Y C a + y^2)TFn21
(1 - TFN L(K 1 G C + K2"C)(TFRB+yO1TFni+y^2TFn`)
+ PK 2 sH C` (y ol.	 Y^1)TFnl+(YQ2 - Y(P2)TFn2]
(4.01)
Figures 4-6, 4-7, and 4-8 are pole-zero plots of an
approximation to the weighting filter, (with P = 0.0) at 	
%I
times corresponding to lift-off, maximum dynamic pressure,
and burnout, respectively. The approximate weighting
filter contains the dominant poles and zeros of the
weighting filter and in addition contains all poles of
the weighting filter whose variations are large with
respect to variations in P.
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FIGURE 4 -2
SATURN V AS-501 CONVENTIONAL COMPENSATION
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5.	 RI'SULTS
5.1 affect: of Adaptation on Flexible Mode Response
Fixed point tra,jectcry studies were carried out to
dete.-L.-iae the effects of pLrameter adaptation on flexible
response and stability margins. Fixed point simulations
were run under fixed point trajectory conditions correspond-
ing to lift-off, maximum dynamic pressure, and burnout,
with system excitation being proviJed by an impulse function 	 I
as shown in Figure 5-1. The flexibl, mode response, with
adaptive loop open, (P=0.0), is shorn i ­ Figures 5-2 thru
5-4. With the adaptive loop closed and the controllable
parameter constrained to remain within the region of
stability, the fi°xible responses pictured :n Figures 5-5
thru 5-7 were obtained. Ccmparison of the response of the
nonadaptive system (P=0.0) to the response of the adaptive
system indicates that for conditions of lift-off and
maximum dynamic pressure, adaptation of P produces no
significant reduction in the residues associated with the
'flexible response. Under these conditions (lift-off and
maximum dynamic pressure) adaptation of P does result in 	
i
a reduction of the damping associated with the flexible
response.
At burnout adaptation increases the initial amplitude
of the first mode response, but the de.mping ratio is
improved by a factor of approximately 3.5. Adaptation
26
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results in a significant reduction in the initial amplitude
of the second mode response, however, the damping ratio is
reduced by a factor of approximately 5.0, and the ampli-
tude of the adapted response eventually exceeds that of
the nonadaptive response.
Figures 5-8 and 5-9 show the response of the flexible
modes with the adaptive loop closed and with no constraints
on the range of the controllable parameter. The responses
pictured indicate that removal of the constraints on P
results in an unstable system.
5.2 Effects of Adaptation on Stability Margins
Figures 5-10, 5-11, and 5-12 are phase vs gain plots
for the system with the adaptive loop closed. The range
of the controllable parameter Bras restricted to insure
that the system would remain stable and phase-gain data
was taken with the controllable parameter fixed at its
steady state value. The effects of adaptation on the
stability margins may be determined by comparing Figures
5-10, 5-11, and 5-12 to Figures 4-3, 4-4, and 4-5,
respectively.
Under condition; of lift-off, adaptation resulted in
an 8db. reduction in gain margin for both the first and
second flexible modes. For conditions of maximum dynpmic
pressure adaptation resulted in a 6db. reduction in gain
margin for the first flexible mode and a 12db. reduction
t
E
—	
-	
_
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in gain margin for the second mode. At burnout, adaptation
•	 resulted in an 18db. increase in gain margin for the first
flexible mode and a 13db. reduction in gain margin for the
second flexible mode. Variations in the controllable
parameter had no significant effect on the stability
margins associated with the rigid body.
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6.	 ANALYSIS
The responses of the flexible modes of the system
may be expressed as
and
s2t
n 2 = k 
2 
e	 (6.02
For the adaptive system the residues k, and k 2 and the
complex frequencies s  and s 2 are functions of the
controllable parameter
and
kl	 =	 k 1 (P) (6.03)
k 2	=	 k 2 (P) (6.o4)
s l
	=	 s l (P) (6.05)
s 2	=	 s 2 (P) (6.o6)
The adaptive policy
P = U
P
	
(6.07)
t
up = -2k I	 W(t)E(t)dt	 (6.08)
-CO
is constrained to operate with a "knowledge" of the
history and current state of the system; subject to this
constraint the system will.. adept to minimize the residues
0120
associated with the reeponse error, e.
Figures 6-•1 and 6 -2 are root contour plots for vari-
ations in P at lift-off and at the point of maximum dynamic
pressure. Analysis of Figures 6 -1 and 6 -2 indicates that
the residues k l and k p will be minimized by positive
adaptation of P, this adaptation will however, result in
a reduction of the real components of the complex fre-
quencies s 1 and s 2 and hence in a reduction in damping of
the flexible modes. Figure 6-3 is a root contour plot for
variations in P at burnout. Analysis of Figure 6-3
indicates teat negative adaptation of P results in a re-
duction in residues and an increase in flexible mode
damping for
-4.0 < P < 0.0 .	 (6.09)
For values of P less than -4.0 the damping of the second
flexible mode is decreased.
In all three cases: lift-off, maximum dynamic
E
pressure, and burnout, poles associated. with the control
F
modes showed the gre
_
n test variation with variations in P,
and hence determined the direction of ada ptation. This
implies that the choice of ccmpensation networks and
control gains was critical in determining; adaptive
policy.
a}
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The	 results	 of this	 study demonstrate a major
	 fault
of the model reference technique.	 Variations
	 in	 the	 con-
trollable
	 paraa;=ters manifest themselves
	 in	 two ways:	 first
LLLL
by effectin„ the
	 residues associated with	 the
	 response
error,	 and	 second by effectinC the
	 complex	 frequencies
associated with the response	 error.	 The model
	
reference
technique employing the performance	 index
^ r
J(e) = 
1t
	
IIE112dt
_CO
adapts the controllable parameters so as to minimize the
residues, without regard to the effect nn the complex
frequencies. As a result, in atteripting to minimize
residues the adaptive mechanism may seriously reduce the
stability margins or possibly force the system to become
unstable.
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7.	 CONCLliSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIOXS
7.1 Conclusions
Based on the results of this study it is not recom-
mended that the model reference adaptive technique
73
discussed in this paper be employed to suppress the
flexible response in booster vehicles. The study results
clearly indicate that under certaia flight conditions,
adaptation may reduce the stability margins for the
flexible modes and effectively excites flexible response.
If no limitations are placed on the range of the adaptive
parameter, adaptation may cause the flexible modes to
become unstab'_e.
It is apparent from the analysis of the system that
the response of the adaptive mechanism is highly sensitive
to the control mode response, and hence to the choice of
•	 compensation networks and control gains. With this in
mind two approaches may be taken to develop a workable
model reference system.
7.2 Recommendations for Further Study
An alternate approach to suppressing flexible response
is to select an alternate design for the conventional
compensation networks and control. gains. Although no
guidelines were established for making an alternate
selection, the possibility always exists that some
R
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alternate design will yield a system for which adaptation
will provide improved stability margins.
A second approach is to choose an alternate perform-
ance index. Since the effects of parameter variations or.
damping do not manifest themselves immediately a choice
of performance index which incorporated some form of
prediction might provide a measure of the effects of
parameter variations on damping. Fr,r sufficiently small
T
E(t + T)=- C(t) + -[ - E(t) .
Since e(t) and E(t) may both be obtained by differencing
the rate gyro signals, a more promising performance index
might be
tJ(e) = J
	
(E + Te)2dt
CO_
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IV.	 AN APPROACII TO Or!-LINE PARAMETER ESTIMAT10N
AND ITS APPLICATION TO SATURN V
1. INTRODUCT :0N
In previous sections there has been described the
combined estimation method via a Kalman filter of implement-
ing the parameter adjustment. This combined estimation
approach is not practical for on-line estimation because of
the large number of simultaneous nonlinear differential
equations required to be solved. However, inspection of the
structures of the discussed combined estimation and the
general adaptive controller has indicated that the state gains
•	 may not vary a great deal and may possibly be approximated
by constants or 1-4 neazly corrected values. A method of
implementing such an approach is discussed in this section.
•	 It involves the use of a priori gains detixmined from equi-
librium solutions to the riccati equation of the Kalman
filter approach to combined estimation..
2. Equ ilibrium Solutions to th e Ricca ti Equati on
The determination of the equilibrium solution to the
matrix riccati e q uation is often used for quadratic optimal
control and for KA.LMAN (state) estimation.
	
It has not been
previously Proposed as a way to get solutions to the com-
bined estimation problam via Kalman filtering (CE/KF')
theory.	 In fact, it is sure that one equilibrium solution
6
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will not be satisfactory at all.
	 As an alternative, it is
proposed that a set of equilibrium solutions be used tc de-
termine a set of gains for a set of parameter perturbations.
Then, in place of g ains determined from a dynamic solution
of the riccati equation, approximations to these gains may
be used as a function of the parameter estimates. Note that
parameters of the riccati equation may be both parameters
and states of the plant. The explicit values of solutions
to the riccati equation are not necessary. Instead only the
gains determined from those equilibrium solutions are neces-
sary. This reduces the number of terms that must be re-
viewed by the designer and, also, si rmplifies the design
implementation.
There are many methods available for the equilibrium
solution to the riccati equa': ion. One that was found very
useful was that proposed by O'Donnell (Reference 5). This
•	 was implemented by McDonnell-Douglas Corporation (MDC) in
the form of a FORTRAN IV computer subroutine called R1CSS6
(Reference 2).	 In using this subroutine for an application,
it was found that no equilibrium solution could be found
when the A matrix (A was defined in part 3.2 of Section
II) was used.	 In running out a hand solution to a first
order example with one parameter, it was found that no
equilib-ium solution could be found directly. 	 Instead
some subtle limit argument had to be used to get a
s
solution. Some terms were than adued to A
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in the places representing time constants fur the parameters,
i.e., on the b)ttom part of the main diagonal. The terms
were of a magnitude such that the time constants made no
practical effect on the problem. The equilibrium solutions
were then obtained via the R1CSSb computer subroutine. The
physical meaning to the problem of obtaining the solution
_f-_;r the original A is that the parameter estimation error
covariance was unbounded. Adding a term representing a time
constant remedies that problem.
3.0 Discussion of Approach
The iiccati equation for Ct:/KF does not, in general,
settle to an equilibrium. This is why it has not been
previously proposed to use the equilibrium solution for this
•	 problem. But, the "Newton is more important than Gauss"
philosophy indicates that the use of tine true values of the
Kalman gains in state estimation is not essential to a Kal-
man filter. In fact, there has surely never been, and there
never will be, a case where a Kalman filter was used in an
environment where the plant aid measurement covariances
were really those used in the des i gn of the filter. So, one
should not be too surprised when the state estimator works
satisfactorily when the gains are determined from equilibrium
•	 solutions of the riccati equation for CE/IMF.
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There remains the question of the parameter gains.
There are several ways to implement the parameter gains.
Indeed, the whole body of literature on parameter identifi-
cation and LMRAC is essentially addressed to this problem.
With this background, it should not be surprising that the
equilibrium solutions for the CF/KF approach should be able
to be used to obtain these gains. One satisfying aspect of
this is that, except for the lead or lag that would be intro-
duced by the dynamic solution to the riccati equation, the
gains will be of the right sign in this approach. The
stability of a Kalman filter also shows that the overall
approach will yield stable o p eration within a region where
the linear approximation is sufficiently valid. This will
then allow the adaptive loop to be stable for step inputs
for any a priori specified parameter mismatch. This is the
best that one can find for current MRAC systems design
(Reference 6), and these systems assume perfect measurements
and no plant noise.
In summary, it appears that the above approach will
allow an adaptive controller to be designed in a procedural
manner analogous to the manner in which quadratic optimal
control and Kalman filtering are used to desi gn for a known
parameter linear system.
•
	
	 In the remainder of this section, the app lication of
this approach to the Saturn V and the results achieved are
presented and discussed.
I
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4. Launch Vehicle Data
The following is a discussion of the plant, filter, and
controller determination.
The aerodynamic and structural parameters are those of
Appendix A	 and B at the end of this report.
	
The
state space matrices were computed from this data with the
SPLAV computer program described in Reference 2. The A, B,
and H matrices for a fifth order system are shown in Figure
4-1) at 80 seconds after lift-off which is the Max. q time.
The 5 states were z, ^, Q, r) 1 , and r) 1 , i.e., rigid body and
first bending mode states. The H matrix resulted from one
attitude sensor and one rate sensor located between the
third stage and the spacecraft, while the second rate
sensor was between the second and third stages.
In some work recentl y conducted at MDC (Reference 2)
on a Saturn V with a more detailed plant description, it
was found that bending Nodes were relatively unimportant
in ;he feedback. Hence, in this study we have used only
rigid body feedback. Further, since the numerical values
of the plant used here and in the cited study were nearly
the same, the numerical values of a set of feedback gains
on the rigid body which were determined in that study were
used here.	 They are:	 .00132, .54401, and .96499 which multiply
z, 0, and ^, respectively.
1
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The filter used to estivate states was fifth order to
give estimates of the three rigid body states and the first
bending mode. The estimation of the bending mode was used in
order to get a better estimate of the rigid body states.
The bending mode estimate was not used in the feedback.
The filter cains were determined from consideration of
an adjoined system which included two unknown parameters.
The parameters were the coefficients of the bending mode
which are uncertain because of the incomplete knowledge of
the bending mode natural frequency and damping ratio.
Specifically, the two parameters were taken to be
2
a 54	 W 
a55	 2^lwl
The equilibrium solution to a 7 x 7 riccati equation was
solved using a subroutine designated as Rl%SS6 (Reference 2).
Perturbations on some elements of the A matrix were --on-
ducted, which in this case is
t
A =
.
0	 1 0 0i
' 0 0
A
0 0
nn l l
- - - -	 - -	 -	 - - r - - - -
	 -	 -
0 0 0 0; e 2 0
G 0 0 0; 0 el
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It was found that perturbations on 
a54 
and 
a55 
made very
little difference in the solution for the equilibrium P in
this proilem. Perturbations in ll had even less effect.
The major effect came from perturbations in il l , but this
changed, essentially, only the gains associated with the
parameters, i.e., those corresponding to the parameter identi-
fier. Hence, constant gains were used in the filter to obtain
state estimates. The "Newton is more important than the Gauss"
philosophy is a further justification for not accounting for 	 E
the chances in the state estimator gains due to parameter
changes.
The gains in the parameter estimator changed signs with
a sign change is ^ l , as might be expected from past MRAC work.
This is because this gain is analogous to the output of a
"weighting function filter" as originally discussed by
Osborn in Reference 3. The presently discussed approach is
a generalization of this to multiple output systems. However,
here we have not resorted to a steepest descent analysis of
a deterministic system, but, instead, we use a relineariz-
ation of the error covariance equation. The qualitative re-
sults of this approach are a gain which can be fairly well
approximated by a lineaz function of il l for small values of
il l , and a constant for larger values. It is interesting
that the direct application of Osborn's approach yielded a
gain ("weighting function filter' output) proportional to
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to the system input, and experimentally it was determined
that a limiter on this gain gave better results. The pres-
ent approach yields the same qualitative result analytically,
and in addition, specifies the values for the limiter
settings.
The simulation was done with discrete equations. This
caused a problem with the filter gains because they are close
to the values obtained fzom the Riccati equation only if the
time interval is made very small. That is, it is not suffi-
cient to merely compute the transition matrix to good
accuracy for a reasonably small time interval, as is the
case for simulation of a continuous linear system by discrete
equations. This will become evident by considering the
following first order. example.
Suppose the (scalar) plant equation is
n = an + w	 (4.01)
and the measurements are
Y = hx + v	 (4.02)
The riccati equation for the estimation error covariance is
then 2
p = 2a p - p 2 h + q	 (4.03)
r
from which the equilibrium solution (taking h = 1 with no
loss of generality) must satisfy
e
i
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2
E— - 2a p - q = 0	 (4.04)
r
This equation will be compared to the analogous equation
for the discrete error covariance.
Let C* denote the covariance of the discrete plant noise,
and let C be the covariance of the discrete measurement noise.
These are related to the continuous system noise parameters
within 0(T ) by
C* = q T
	 (4.05)
and
C = T
	
(4.06)
The (scalar) discrete covariance equations in equilibrium
are
k = ^	 (4.07)
•	 p = pb - k hpb
	
(4.08)
pb = ^ 2 p + C*
	
(4.09)
where, pb and p are the apriori and posteriori error co-
variances, respectively. Eliminating k anti pb from these
equations, we have (for h = 1)
2	 2
P 2 =	 P(	 T 1 + 9-T)  - q = 0	 4.10)
Now, within 0(T 2 ), ^
2
 = 1 + 2aT so that this becomes
2
2-(1 + 2aT) - p(2a + =T ) -- q = 0	 (4.1.1)
0 1
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Hence, the latter approximates the continuous covariance
equation only if
I2aTI < < 1
	 (4.12
and
3 T < < 1 2a l 	 (4.13)
Putting a in terms of a time constant, we may write a = 1/T.C.
If T is chosen as T = k(T.C.) for k < < 1/2, then I2aT) is 2k, 	 i
and equation (4.12) is satisfied.
	 But, T q/r is k(T.C.) q/r
whereas12al is 2/'P.C. For many nonpathelogical choices of
T.0 and q/r, we see that Equation (4.13) may not be satisfied.
Hence, the discrete equation may not approNimate the con-
tinuous equation even when T is chosen to be much smaller than
the system time constant.
This problem was encountered in the launch vehicle
simulation. The Kalmar continuous gains for attitude measure-
ment errors were very different values (even in sign) from
those computed from the discrete equation when a time step
of T = .01 seconds was used. Making T = .001 seconds made
the discrete values somewhat more like the continuous values
(they were at least the same sign). Since a value of T = .001
is impractical for both a digital simulation and for an on-
line control computer, the Kalman gains for thesimulation
•	 were Determined from ecuilibrium solutions to the discrete
equations.
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5. Covariance matrices
The only parameters that are required to specify the
state and parameter estimators at the max. q condition am
the covariance matrices for the plant disturbance, measure-
ment noise, and parameter changes. Those parai;ieters completely
specify the filters because only steady solutions tc the
riccati equations are used, thereby not requiring initial
error covariances. There are two ways in which to view the
plant being disturbed. One is through wind disturbance and
another is through considA-ing engine gimbal angle as a
random process. Both of these were considered and it was
determined that the latter was more critical. The details
will not be shown here, but the basis for the comparison
will be explained.
•	 The measurement noise was considered to be the second
bending mode response. Consider, for a moment, the state
estimation problem. For inputs of wind or engine gimbal
angles, the response of the second bending mode will be
proportional to the input, as will be the rigid body and
first bending mode. Hence, as the input magnitude increases,
both the Q and R (in the riccati equation) will also increase
in proportion. It is easy to show that this will cause P
to increase in proportion, but the Kalman gain, K, will re-
ma . n constant. To put it another way, if QEI^R -1 is a
constant, then so is K. Further, we would not want the
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state estimates to be changed too fast in response to the
measurement noise. This leads to choosing the disturbance
for which Q11^k -1
 is the least of all possible values. This
was the basis on which engine excitation was chosen as the
plant noise source.
Now consider the combined estimation problem, instead
of only state estimation considered above. The relative
sizes of Q and R are not now important because the covariances
associated with parameter changes are not functions of the
input noise magnitude. This makes the combined estimation
problem more difficult than state estimation, since the
noise magnitude remains as a filter parameter. `-iowever, we
can still normalize R and the state portions of Q, and then
carry the normalizing factor along in the parameter part of
Q. This is what will be done.
Measurement Noi se Covariance
In this application, the second bending mode was assumed
to be the source of the measurement noise,	 Roundoff errors
are small by comparison. We take the variance coefficient,
r, of a measurement as being the magnitude of the sensed
second bending mode do response to an rms engine defection.
The value of 1 0 was chosen because Reference 2 states that a
standard deviation engine deflection, S
	 of 0.65 0 appears
possible whereas 1.3 0
 was obtained with the currently used
fliqht control system. Writing
i
rl
r 1	
l_
	
(Y^ dc2)2
2
(5.05)
e
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- 02 =	 2 t W	 + W2	
1 2
	+	 B 7 R (5.01)2
we have
(r12)ds B7
dc = 2 (5.02)
W2
=	
477._2	
=	 3.18 (5.03)
150.
_	 The actuator is well
	 approximated by a second order
E
transfer function with	 a break at	 5.5 hertz	 and	 a first order
transfer func !_icn with a break at	 7	 hertz.	 It	 is roughly
a pproximated with a	 first order transfer	 function with a
break	 at 6	 hertz, which will be used	 in	 the	 followin g	calcu-
lations.
the spectral density	 of	 the input	 to	 the	 actuator is
i
'	 assumed to be white noise with a	 spectral	 density of	 G^.
The output variance for	 a	 first order	 filter with a break
at wo will be G^ w /2,	 so that
t
_
2
2
2	 2
-6Gu __ Wa
2 ( 267 . 3)_ (2tr67. 3)=	 =	 .16 x	 10(sec)
(5.04)
The norrialized value of r 11 is
f	 ^
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2
(3.18) 2 ( 1.27 ) x 10_3)
.163 x 10 -4	(5.06)
The normalized spectraldcnsit y of the rate measurement
noises are similarly computed. For the first rate sensor
—	
16 2
	
r 22 = Y $2	 a 	 (5.07)
(Y^ 2 w dc2)2
(.00513(3.18)w)2
t€
.262 w 2
 x 10 -3	 (5.08)
iF
and for the second rate sensor,
—
	 (Y92r'22
r33
	 I	 ^^	 (5.09)
'	 —	 2
= r11 w
_ .163 w2 _c 10 -4	 (5.10)
Since we are concerned with state and parameter estimation
in the range of 1 cps, we choose w as 6.28 so that r 22 and r33
.104 x 10 -1 and .644 x 10 -3 , respectively.
1
3	 - _
A
n
b
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Plant Disturbance Covariances
Since the engine gimbal angle acts through B, we have
for the state covariance coefficient
NT
Q = B B^ G S
	
(5.11)
so that the normalized state covariance coefficient is
Q = B B
	
(5.12)
3.
Parameter Change Covariances
We will now derive the relation between the change in a
parameter and the covariance coefficient of the white noise
process assumed to govern its rate of change. The parameter
rate of change is assumed to be given by
'	 a = w
where, w is a mean zero white noise with a covariance co-
efficient of q. The variance in the change of a in the
time interval T is (assuming the initial time to be zero
with no loss of generality)
f
	 fo
T
Var (a(T)) = E ( 	 wdt1 	 wdt2)	 (5.13)0 
	fT qdt= q^	 (5.14)
0
The parameters of interest in the present study are
	
x 6
 = a 54 = - wi	 (5.15)
•	 and	
x7 = a S5 = -2^ w 	 (5.16)
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It is noted that if we take ^ as a constant and w  as having
a gaussian rate of change, then a 55 has a gaussian rate of
change. But, a 54 will not change in this manner, and neither
will the cross distribution. However, it was found that the
variance for changes of a 54 was not much different when com-
puted for changes in 
W  
or equivalent changes in a S4 , so the
computation of q66 will be shown only per equation (5.15).
On the other hand, the cross covariance will be computed
subsequently, and not just assumed to be zero. This approach
is not strictly to theory, but the original assumption that
the parameter rates are governed by gaussian white noise
processes should not be taken that literally. The gaussian
noise assumption could be carried through strictly with 
w 
and C as the unknown p arameters, but that approach is not
pursued here.
If we write Var (a (T) ) as s 2 (T) , then s (T) is a
a	 a
standard deviation of a change in the parameter a after a
time period T. The covariance coefficient is then
s 2 (T)
q =	 a
r	
(5.17)
The assumed s (T) for certain T's are shown in Figure 5.1,
a
along with the resulting a's, for a 54 and a 55 . Each is shown
for two conditions; lift-off and maximum dynamic pressure
(max. q). Liftoff is a parameter mismatch condition, whereas
max. q is a parameter tracking situation. That is why the
T'a are imuch smaller for the lift-oft cases because this is
R147.
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really an adaptation time rather than a time taken for a
vehicle parameter to change. Also shown in the figure are
the cross covariances which were computed in the following
described manner.
If we write
Aa(t) = a(t) - a(0)	 (5.18)
then, denoting the initial value of W  by wo,
^a54 (T) = w 1 -w0
(w + Aw) 2 + w2
0	 0
2w	 20 Aw - Aw	 ( 5 . ].9 )
-Aa55 (T) = 2^ ©w	 (5.. ^)7r
Then, the covariance is
s2	 (T) = E (Aa54 (T)	 a55 (T) )	 (5.21)
= E(4cw Aw l + 2C Ow 3)0
= 4^w E(Aw2)
0
	
= -2 a 55 (0) s 2 (T)	 (5.22)
Thus, the cross covariance coefficient is
2 a 5S (0) s 2 (T)
q67 (T) _ -	 T	 (5.23)
Each of these coefficients were normalized when used in
computations, i.e-., they were divided by G0.
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6. Results of Saturn 11 Launch Vehicle Design
The Saturn V launch vehicle design was analyzed in the
°requency domain to check its stability, gain and phase
margins, and paraveter sensitivity. This was, of course,
for a filter with state gains only, i.e., a nonadaptive
system.
A simulation which included the time dependent solution
to the riccati equation for the estimation covariance was
used for two purposes. One purpose was to obtain a refer-
ence performance by which to judge the a priori gain
system. The second purpose was to determine a time at
chick to switch from "lift-off" gains to max. q gains. It
turned out to serve another purpose, i.e., to reveal that
some of the discrete system gains were not close to being
the same as the continuous system gains. This problem has
•	 already been discussed in a previous section. Hence,
equilibrium solutions to the discrete equations for fixed
values of the bending mode states were used to determine
gains for the max. q
ient solution values
determine "lift-off"
the same relation to
for those found from
of the a priori gain
final verification o
simulation. Further, selected trans-
for these fired states were used to
gains, which were found to be in about
the max. q gains as was the relation
the continuous equation. A simulation
s y stem was also conducted to show
f the approach applied to the launch
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vehicle.	 It turned out that .findi.ng the equilibrium solution
to the riccati eauation showed the reasons for some problems
in the on-line gain system.
Frequencv Domain Analvsis
An updated version of the SYANAL comp uter program
(Reference 2)was used to obtain, among other things, the
closed loop poles and the open loop frequency response of
the system.
The results show the system tcbe very stable and nearly
(bending mode) parameter insensitive. The latter results
from the value of R that was used in the filter. A larger
value for R would cause the system to be more sensitive to
bending mode parameters because values of the Kalnar. gain
would be reduced. That is, the system could have withstood
more second bending mode signal in the sensor signals, or
less sensors. The parameter insensitivity does, however,
preclude the real need for adaptive control of the bending
mode parameters, but it will still be pursued here.
The high degree of stability of the design is caused
by the control gains that were used. As mentioned, these
were taken from a previously designed controller. However,
the Nyquist diagrams in that report were upside down due
to a sign error, and when turned over show that the design
has a (too) high degree of stability.
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In spite of these shortcomings, the syst::ia design has
gain stabilized the first bending mode and provided a stable
rigid body. This will be adequate to show the validity of
the ada p tive method which is the prime concern of the dis-
cussion.
The closed loon roots were obtained for nominal para-
meters being studied, individually and together. The results
are shown in Figure 6-.1. These are for max. a filter gains,
but the use of lift-off gains gave essentially the same
results, lending credence to the "Newton is more important
than Gauss" philosophy of filter design.
The figure shows that most of the roots are (nearly)
•	 invariant to changes in the first bending mode parameter
a54	
-W1• The first bending mode roots do charge, of
•	 course, and the corresponding roots caused by the filter
also are moved. But, for + 30% change in the parameter, no
indication of instability occurs. Perturbations of a55
'-2CW 1 (not shown) resulted in much less change to the roots.
The open loop frequency response (opened at engine
command angle) is shown in Figure 6.2 for the system at
max. q conditions.
•	 The results show the system to have about 50 0 of phase
margin, which is virtually invariant to the bending mode
parameter perturb =ations. The gain margin is reduced by
ii'
t
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positive changes in the magnitude of a 54 , but a 301 change
still leaves a 14 db. margin.
The lag introduced by a computing interval of .01
seconds adds only .54 0
 at .15 hertz, which is an insignifi-
cant reduction in phase margins. A 4 0 la g at 1.1 hertz
actually increases the gain margin of the perturbed system.
Simul ation °.es ults
The simulation of the combined estimation problem via
the on-line gain system was initially performed to determine
a switchin g time for the gains in the a priori-gain system,
and for a comparison of adaptive performance. However, it
was found that the state gains reached nearly constant values
after about 2 seconds, and that those corres ponding to the
•	 attitude position measurements were much different from
those obtained from the riccati equation equilibrium sol-
ution. The reason for this was traded to the fact that
very small com p uting intervals may be reauired to get the
discrete covariance equation to yield the same values as
the continuous equation. This has been shown in a previous
subsection via a first order example.
	
It was verified in
the larger order problem by rerunning the discrete co-
variance equation computer program for a smaller computing
interval. But it is toc costly in computing time to use a
computing interval less than .01 seconds, sc the discrete
gain equations were then used to compute Kalman gains (for
states and parameters) for the discrete simulation.
t
i
own
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(Implementation of suc:. a system via a digital controller
would require the same procedure.)	 In addition, as mentioned
previously, the transient solution of the discrete gain equ-•
ations for fixed bending states were used to determine the
"lift-off" gains for the adaptive loop. Simulation running
times were for 5 or 10 seconds of flight time.
Computer time is used rapidly in these simulations,
especially for the on-line gain, system, so this Phase was
used only when absolutely necessary. Of course, an analog
simulation of the system would be useful for full flight
time design verification, fine tuning and failure mode
checking.
•	 The on-line gain system solves the riccati differential
equation as a function of time and system variables to de-
termine the filter gain. This is an impractical approach
because of the order of the differential equations that
result, i.e,, n(ri+3)/2 for an n-th order system (including
parameters). A simulation of the analogous discrete
system was conducted in this study to determine a point (in
time) at which to switch gains in the a priori gain system.
The simulation also offers a result b y which to compare the
adaptin g qualities of the a priori- g ain system.
E	 1
a
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In the a priori gain system we determine the filter
gains off-line by using the equilibrium solution to the
riccati equation. These g ains are, in general, functions of
the system parameters and states. However, the "Newton is
more important than Gauss" philosophy indicates that using
the exact values for the filter gains is not critical. Hence,
we use approximations to the gains which are obtained from
the equilibrium solution to the riccati equation.
In the present study, it was found that nearly all of
the state-gains were very insensitive to p arameter changes
and all were very insensitive to the states which occurred
in the riccati equ,7ti.n. Those state-gains which were
sensitive varied in a hyperbolic manner, and thus dial. not
change sign. Eecause of this, they were approximated by
constants corresponding to nominal parameter gains. It
should be realized that the more sensitive cains will be
the first place the designer should look if a system turns
out to have toc much parameter sensitivity.
The parameter-gains were all very insensitive to par'-
meter changes and to the first bending mode rate variable.
Conversely, they were very sensitive to the bending node
position variable. In fact, their signs were determined by
that variable, all parameter-gains having the same sign as
the first bending mode position variable.
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It was found that the on-Line gain system could adapt
a 105 miss itch in a 54 in about 1.9 second, and increasing
this mismatch up to 505 made hardly any increase ii-, th,-
adapting time. This simulation was done with two sinus-
oidal dither signals, ono at .5 hertz and one at 1.5 hertz,
each with a J o amplitude. Another simulation with a (nearly)
gaussian random input with a t o standard deviation cut this
adapting time approximately in half. A larger amplitude sinus-
oid was also found to decrease the adaption time, of course.
In both of the cases, the adaption of the a 55 parameter
resulted in about a 55 bias. The probable reason for this
is the lack of system sensitivity to the estimate of a55.
This was exhibited in the root locus and Nyquist results.
Also, inspection of a standard Bode plot for a secon•'_ order
system shows the high sensitivity to natural frequency and
the low sensitivity to damping ratios when the damping ratio
is less than 0.1 (the value of 0.01 was being used in the
problem).
From these results and some contemplation about the
physical probler. a switching time of about 2 seconds is
a reasoi.able specification, provided that enough signal
strength is available in the 1 hertz range in that initial
time interval. There should be no practical problem in
providing dither signals of the type described above during
the first two seconds of launch of a large launch vehicle.
y - -	 - . ^^	
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A representative plot of a max. q parameter gain is
shown in Figure G-3. It is seen that a linear gain is a
good approximation for the value of the bending mode position
variable less than about 0.3, and that a maximum gain is
attained by a value of about one. The maximum gain was found
to be about 10 times the.05 value of bending mode position.
The same kind of functional relationship was found for gains
obtained from the discrete equations. Gain slopes were de-
termined from gain data corresponding to the bending mode
position value of 0.1, as shown, on the figure.
The determination of lift-off gains was not as sim p le as
were the max. q gains. A plot like the above figure was made
for each .05 seconds of flight time for the first second or
SO. Then the range of the bending mode position variable
was considered for that period of tire. From this a very
approximate slope and maximum value were determined. This
was done graphically for a few gains, and then a criterion of
selection was decided Moon. It was to use the t = 0.4 data
for a bending mode position value of 0.1, the iraximum gain
being taken to be the gain correspondin g to that position
value, and the slope being 10 times that gain value.
Siit;ulation results for a "lift-off" gains showed about
1.2 seconda3aptation time for 10%, 30%, and 50% mismatch of
a 54 when the above described t o amplitude sinusoidal dit`.ier
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was used. The a 55 parameter adapted equally rapidly, but to
a value which had about a 5% bias (as in the on-line system)
For max.,q gains, the a 54 adapter followeO a 13 per second
parameter change with about a 6% lag, after 10 seconds but a54
was only designed to track a standard deviation of about .3%
per second. The max. q gains could zero out a 10% mismatch
of a 5 in less than 10 seconds. The a 55 adapter did not (for
practical purpose) respond to the 1% per second ramp until 	
I^
about. a 3% error was present. It lagged the ramp by about IIo	 1
after 10 seconds. A 10% mismatch was reduced to less than
7% in 5 seconds. The 
ass 
adapter was designed fcr about a
.15% per second standard deviation. 	
ti=
The effect of the actuator on system stabilit y is very
small, causing less than 5 0 of phase lag at frequencies below
0.6 hertz. In a simulation of the above system with the
t
actuator added to the plant, the results were, for practical
purposes, identical to the system without the actuator. For
this reason, the actuator dynamics were not included in any
subsequent simulations.
A series of simulations were made with a seventh order
plant; consisting of three rigid body states and two states
each for first and second bending modes. A single sinusoid
with a l 0 amplitude and a frequency of 0.6 hertz was used for
excitation.
First, the moc.l was kept at fifth order and maximum q
gains were used in the filter. It was found that the parameter
estimates had large nearly sinusoidal oscillations with
P,
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amplitudes corresponding to about 204 error in the estimate
of W1 , and a frequency of about 3.3 hertz. The control far
exceeded the limits of + 5 o as a result. This was an un-
exceptable design structure because lower gains on the para-
meter adjustment to decrease the oscillations would cause the
adapting time to be too small. The reason for this difficulty
is that it was assumed in the design that the second bending
mode had a flat frequency response at its do value, when in
fact it increases more than 30 db at about 2 hertz. Also,
it is not an independent white noise, as assumed, but a
correlated colored noise. The simulation then showed that
the assumptions were too strongly violated to get a satis-
factory result with this design.
If the second bending mode was added to the filter with
parameters the same as the plant, there would occur a peifect
cancellation of second bending in the measurements and the
results would be for practical purposes the same as when
second bending had not been included at all in the simulation.
This is not practical, however, because the second bending
mode parameters are not shown exactly. But, knowledge of
the approximate values of the second bending mode parameters
can be used to filter out the second bending mode signals
which are in the measurements. The most logical approach
for this is to increase the dimension of the filter to
include the best estimates of the second bending mode dy-
namics. In the subsequent simulations it was assumed that
R
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'	 the estimate of w2 was taken to be 10% larger than its actual
value. The generalization of this approach will be dis.ussed
•	 in the sequel.
Some non-zero values had to be assigned to the Kalman
gains which drive the second bending mode estimates. Two
approaches to gain setting were tried to see just how c:citi-
cal the Kalman gain values might be. The steady-state solution
to the discrete covariance eRuation was used to determine the
ordinary Kalman filter state gains using the same R as was
used previously, and with Q computed in the same way as before,
Bi.e., BB, but with a corresponding increase in dimension be-
cause of the inclusion of the second bending mode. The first
Kalman gain that was used in the simulation was one which was
' the same as before except for the addition of some values for
the second bending mode, the latter being those obtained from
the above computation. The second set of gains were for all
of the state gain values obtained in this previous calculation,
and parameter gains unchanged from before. It turned out that,
evan though these state gains differed by factors of about 4
to 100, the simulation results were usually about the same,
with the second set of gains yielding the better parameter
identification (having the smaller state gains). These result=
are described in the following:
I
0
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For max. q gains on the parameters and no initial
parameters and no initial parameter mismatch, the estimated
parameter values deviated from their actual values by less
than 1%. A mismatch condition was not simulated for this
case.
For L.O. gains on the parameters and no initial para-
meter mismatch, the estimated parameter values deviated from
their actual values by an amount corresponding to about a 100
error in the estimate of w 1 (being a few percent smaller for
the second set of state gains). when an initial mismatch of
10% of w 1 was used, the parameter estimation errors crossed
zero in less than 1.4 seconds for the first set of state
gains, and in less than one second for the second set.
A final experiment was conducted, which yielded some
rather pleasing implications. It was reasoned that the
estimate of the first bending mode amplitude is more likely
to be the same sign as the actual vari-abie when the estimate
is large. Therefore, if all of the L.O. va.ues of slopes
(with respect to n.1 ) on the parameter gains were reduced,
then the sensitivity to bad betiding state estimates of the
parameter adjuster could be reduced. An increase in adapt-
ation time would also result, but not in the same proportion.
This was verified by reducin g all slopes by a factor of 10,
the effect beinq much more pronounced with the second set
of gains and will be the only case discussed in detail.
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G	 For the second set of state gains and 0.1 times the L.O.
gains, the foIlo , air.g results were observed. when there was
•	 no initial parameter mismatch, the parameter estimates re-
mained within 1% of their actual values. When the error
in the estimate of the first bending mode frequency was
initially at 10%, it was adjusted to within 3% in one second,
and remained less than 1% after 2.75 seconds.
	
It is of
interest that the gain slopes in this experiment were 2 to
10 times the corresponding values for the maximum q values.
It is noted that pre •r ious experiments have shown (and
theory predicts) that even faster adaptation times will
occur when the excitation has more frequency content.
The above experiments indicate that a furLier simplifi-
•	 cation in the determination of system gai..s is possible, i.e.
the usual Kalman filter gains work well in the adaptive system.
Further, one must include in the filter the best estimate
of the dynamics of states whose bandwith will not allow a
white noise approximation to be used relative to states
which are being adopted. This leads to a dichotomy of the
frequency domain as follows. States with dynamics which
cut off below a certain frequency are important for feedback
and these primary states must be ada p ted if parameter values
0	 are too uncertain a priori. Secondary states whose dynamics
cut off in a frequency band up to a second frequency must
still be included as filter states in order to obtain
sufficiently accurate estimates of the primary states.
aThese states may also have to be adapted if their parameter
•
	
	 values are too uncertain. Next, there are third order
states which may not have been needed in the filter if some
other states did not need to be adaptive. And there are,
of course, higher order effects which can be totally ne-
glected in the filter. The new dichotomy is that the third
order states may have co be included in an adaptive system,
where they would not have been required when the parameters
of other states were not so uncertain as to require
adaptation.
These resultsclearly show the operation of the a
•
priori gain system is a practical approach to adaptive
control, since it not only matches the performance of the
. on-line adaptive system, but can even exceed it. Xoreover,
after the desi gn is completed, it looks like a design that
might have been designed mr,:e by art, but it has a theoret-
ical backing for the values used for all gains.
f
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EAPPENDIX A
Equations of Motion
1. Attitude
_ -G la - C2S
4
2. Normal Acceleration
t
= F
	
	 X+ m B+ m aM 
3. Angle of Atf.ack
a = ^ - Z
V
4. Actuator Dynamics
2
B _
	 WbWn
•	 din	 (s + W b }(s 2 + 2Cn W n + Wn
3
F
5. Flexible Mode Dynamics
E
t	 t
2	 R Y
r^L	 ( srYBi	 IEY Si } ..
ni + 2&iWini + W i n i = M	 B +	 Mi	 i
6. Miscell.ieous Equations
9 RG	 ` +	 Y,,q, Rate gyro respon3e
i=1
2	 t
+	 e 	 + L, Y ini
'i=1 Attitude gyro response
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C 1 = - L aqS C14a
_ R '—cg
`2	
IXX
R l = 5F
Na = Cc S CNa
N = Na + X
^r
1
P
i
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APPENDIX B
Vehicle Parameters
v
4
1
Parameter (Units)	 Lift-Off Maximum Dynamic Burn-Out
Pressure
F,(KN) 33902.0 38134 .8 38898.1
X,(N) 93516.0 1610200.0 27243.0
6,(N/m 2 ) 669.8 37613.0 1819.7
V,(m/sec) 33.94 ;40.22 2142.0
m,(Kg) 2601502.0 1691715.0 8176o4.o
Xcg (m) 27.42 29.66 43.23
1 XX (Kg-m 2 ) 844118979.0 775421160.0 438127471.0
C  a 4.62 4.38 4.4
XcP/D
3.56 4.05 5.1
f l ,(Hz) 0.9932 1.0637 1.1653
Ml ,(Kg) 13430. 10603.0 8780.0
y 51 0.09881 o.o8849 0.15645
YS 1 ,(m -1 ) -o.00481 -o.00448
t
-0.00551
Y^ 1 (m -1 ) 0.00795 0.00701 0.00516
° 1 (m	 1 ) 0.01505 0.01)'63 0.01344
f29 (Hz) 1.7614 1.9496 2.1238
M 2 ,(Kg) 5230.0 4055.0 3029.0
Y S1 -o.o6256 -o.o6361 -o.o6516
Y 81 ,(m -1 ) 0.00353 0.00393 0.0033
Y 2 (m -1 ) -0.00336 -0.00513 -0.00594
Y;
2 (m -1 ) 0.00469 0.00127 -0.00181
i
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E1 = 0.01
E2 = 0.01
S E = 13500.0 Kg - m
I E
 = 47195
	
Kg .. m2
s = 79.4 m2
f  = 7.0 Hz
f = 5.5 Hz
n
i
n
 = C.33
I
f
i
